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UAL, the parent of United Airlines, and Continental Airlines on Monday announced a merger of 
the two US carriers, reshaping the US airline industry and creating the world’s largest airline. 

The boards of both companies met on Sunday and approved the deal, which will see 
Continental shares exchanged for 1.05 United shares in an at-the-market stock swap. 

Based on where each company’s shares ended last week, the combined entity would have a 
market value of about $6.8bn, valuing Continental at about $3.2bn, before the exercise of 
certain options and convertibles.  

Fully diluted the merged companies will be worth $8.3bn, with Continental’s equity valued at 
$3.7bn. 

By passenger traffic, the pair will overtake Delta, which merged with Northwest Airlines two 
years ago, as the global leader. Together, they will fly to 370 destinations worldwide, operating 
under the United brand. 

“This combination will provide a strong platform for sustainable, long-term value for 
shareholders, opportunities for employees, and more and better scheduled service and 
destinations for customers,” Glenn Tilton, United’s chief executive, said in a statement on 
Monday. 

The deal still faces two substantial hurdles. It has yet to win the blessing of the labour unions 
of each airline and also needs approval from US antitrust regulators. 

In Delta’s 2008 deal, the carriers had secured the support of the Delta pilots’ union before the 
deal’s announcement. But Continental and United have not yet started negotiating in earnest 
with their unions over the proposed combination. 

Combining two airlines can mean fewer flights and aircraft and fewer opportunities for 
advancement. Airline deals also usually involve integrating the two carriers’ seniority lists, an 
all-important ranking that determines how much pilots are paid and what aircraft and routes 
they fly. 

However, the United pilots’ union has expressed a preference for the combination with 
Continental over the previously discussed deal with smaller rival US Airways. 

Wendy Morse, head of United’s pilots union, said last month: “For United’s pilots, Continental, 
rather than US Airways, represents a more logical merger partner for United Airlines ... it is 
our belief, along with many analysts, that a merger between United and Continental would 
contain less route overlap and greater attainable synergies.” 

It is hoped by those involved in the deal that the limited overlap in the two carriers’ networks 
could also help the deal win approval from the Department of Justice. 

Yet while analysts have singled out a United-Continental combination as the most attractive 
industry pairing from an antitrust standpoint, the deal will still face intense scrutiny. 

Delta chief executive Richard Anderson, on last month’s first-quarter earnings call, indicated 
that he believed that the attitude towards airline deals had become more hostile since the 
Northwest transaction two years ago. 
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